Since inception, LaunchCode has existed to break down barriers that prevent people from thriving and businesses from growing. Looking back at 2018, I’m proud that LaunchCode found new ways to overcome barriers to build new pipelines of skilled, passionate junior tech talent for industry partners.

We know that when you level the playing field for learners of all backgrounds through free, accessible technology training and job placement, everyone wins.

We saw thousands of people intrigued by LaunchCode career opportunities but unsure if our job-focused programs were a good fit for them. So we created Discovery, a free, self-paced curriculum designed to expose learners to code and bolster the fundamental skills necessary to be successful in classes like LC101 or CoderGirl. On their own or through community partners, hundreds of curious learners accessed Discovery and empowered themselves to make informed choices about a tech career.

We found learners who had built substantial technical skill but whose progress toward a career needed one last push. So we deployed Liftoff, a structured program through which aspiring technologists can travel the last mile of job-readiness by brushing up on interview skills, crafting standout technical résumés and building a project that highlights their hard-earned coding skill set.

We heard from employers who love LaunchCode’s mission and passionate candidates but who were hiring for specific skills in less common technologies. So we grew a targeted training program and used it to train and place 55 apprentices in technologies like COBOL, Pega, ServiceNow, zOS Mainframe, and Agile Scrum. This opened new doors to job seekers and fulfilled acute employer needs that are impossible or incredibly costly to address through traditional means.

By watching and listening intently and stretching ourselves to solve the problems we saw, LaunchCode created profound impact in 2018. More than 1,658 people enrolled in a LaunchCode job-focused learning program. We placed people into (a record!) 344 apprenticeships and jobs with LaunchCode employer partners. LaunchCode paid out more than $3.6 million in wages and fringe to apprentices in our programs.

Most importantly we touched thousands of lives, affected the trajectory of hundreds of families, and offered a solution for 100 companies seeking to close the skills gap. Without LaunchCode, so many success stories would be left untold.

The tech talent challenges our communities face are not going away, but 2018 proves LaunchCode holds many answers. I hope you’ll celebrate with us the victories of this past year and join us as we rush into the tests ahead.

Jeff Mazur
LaunchCode Executive Director
Our Impact in 2018

At LaunchCode, we know that while talent is evenly distributed, opportunity is not. Our mission is to build a skilled workforce by creating pathways for driven people seeking careers in technology. We spent all year (and every year) working on expanded education and employment programs that help level the playing field, not just to expand access, but to create equitable access.

These careers and the work they produce will shape the world we live in tomorrow, and that means it’s crucial that we open them up to all types of people from backgrounds different than our own, and experiences wider than the ones we’ve had. This year we made progress toward those goals, and we’re not planning on stopping!

NEW JOBS RECORD!

1,658 taught 344 placed 9 locations $55k salary 100 companies

In 2018, with the help of our communities, hiring partners, donors, and volunteers, we taught 1,658 individuals coding skills through comprehensive, job focused courses, landed 344 people new jobs in tech with an average starting salary of $55,000 at 100 hiring company partners in 9 locations across the US!

2018 Arcus Award

We were honored to win another Arcus Award this year for Achievement in Inclusion and Talent Attraction!

^ Missouri Governor Mike Parson chose LaunchCode to announce new plans for Elementary and Secondary schools to educate students about STEM careers. Pictured above left to right: LaunchCode Executive Director Jeff Mazur, LaunchCode Alum and Express Scripts COBOL Developer Anna Hexter, and Governor Parson.
Whew – That Was a Lot!

And it’s not even close to everything. We also built out our LiftOff job-readiness program to help bridge the gap between graduation and employment with things like resume reviews, mock interviews, live coding practice, and portfolio help. Our tech team has been working to streamline and optimize the back-end processes for our students, candidates, and employers, updating 302,495 lines of code this year. We tried new things in new places, holding our first class in North St. Louis County, beginning classes near bases for current and veteran military members and their families, and teaching in new locations like D.C. and Minneapolis. We’re finding new ways to bring introductory education to even more people, partnering with local libraries and charities to bring pre-coding fundamentals to the public, even working with the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education on plans to introduce students to a wide variety of STEM careers and technology through standardized curriculum.

Overall, LaunchCode thrived in 2018 by delving deeper into the needs of employers, job-seekers, and communities and developed new and innovative means of filling those needs. This is vital work of which we should all be proud!

Press Highlights

Harvard Business Review

In What Tech Companies Can Do to Become a Force for Inclusion, HBR said “LaunchCode is creating a path into tech that’s far more accessible than the typical route of a four-year degree in computer science.”

Forbes

5 Ways To Address The Widening Skills Gap in Forbes Magazine said “LaunchCode, which just turned five and has garnered praise from former President Barack Obama, is educating the next generation of coders and has seen 80 percent of its participants begin a tech career without a computer science degree.”

BROOKINGS

The Brookings Institute report, Eight of America’s Most Digitally Inclusive Tech Cities, discussed LaunchCode’s impact, saying “Putting St. Louis on the tech inclusion map is the excellence of LaunchCode, an organization establishing national best practices for deploying a coding “bootcamp” model to connect underemployed and underserved workers to opportunities in tech at companies such as Mastercard and Anheuser-Busch.”

^ Maybe not as exciting as STEM training breakthroughs, but we were pretty excited that our St. Louis office got a new sign so people can find us more easily!
Learning Skills

**We ❤ Learning**

And so do our students! We keep adding more programs to meet hiring needs and people keep knocking down the door with their applications. This year we saw huge growth in the types of courses offered with new Targeted Training options and fully fleshed out our LiftOff program, bridging the gap between graduation and job placement.

- Intro to Fundamentals -
  - 1,292 in Discovery

- Comprehensive Coding -
  - 975 in LC101
  - 306 in CoderGirl
  - 92 in Targeted Trainings
    - For Pega, Mainframe/COBOL, Agile/Scrum, Savigent, and Service Now

- Job-Readiness -
  - 429 in LiftOff

In 2018, we launched two new programs, reaching learners on both ends of the job readiness spectrum.

**LaunchCode’s Discovery program** is designed to introduce everyone to the basic ideas behind computer programming. We developed this online self-paced curriculum to reach people earlier in their learning journey, teaching individuals who may have missed out on tech education in high school or higher education.

**Our new LiftOff program** was created to bridge the gap between graduation and tech employment, building the skills that help candidates rock their interviews and be ready to contribute to their new teams. The curriculum focuses on resumes and building a portfolio of projects as well as soft skills like live coding, interview skills, networking, and team workflows.

“What really hooked me was how the world of development really scratched my entrepreneurial itch. I was building useful things from scratch, problem solving constantly, and getting ALL the feels!”

— Maroua, Baker-turned Business Intelligence Developer at TopBox in KC

South Florida LaunchCoder JudyAm Rincon uses the digital security and API skills she learned at LaunchCode to help banks using Mastercard products throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

1,658 INDIVIDUALS TRAINED IN COMPREHENSIVE JOB-FOCUSED COURSES
Landing Jobs

One of the things we’ve seen proved over and over again is that peoples’ past jobs and experiences aren’t a hindrance in their ability to be a rockstar programmer, they’re actually an asset.

From pastry chefs, to dancers, to soldiers, to moms, all the LaunchCoders that passed through our doors this year brought their dedication and effort from their previous (or still ongoing) roles to bear in learning the new languages, workflows, and tools of the tech trade.

Specific Talents for Specific Needs

Building out our capacity for Targeted Training cohorts to solve specific employer needs in a range of technologies and time frames has allowed us to place even more people into highly sought after tech roles.

“Before working with LaunchCode, some of the challenges we experienced were finding qualified talent here in the local area, so by engaging with LaunchCode talent, we’ve been able to really help find people who have the right attitude and aptitude, which is extremely important to staffing the right workforce.

The LaunchCode people that we’ve hired in the past and the candidates that we are training now have been very impressive based on their background and learning agility, which is one big reason that we continue to partner with LaunchCode.”

— Micah Schwanitz, Director of Program and Project Management for Operations at Mastercard.

LaunchCode Leaderboard

For the second year running, Express Scripts hired the most LaunchCoders this year with 49 newly minted employees!

1. Express Scripts
2. Mastercard
3. Anheuser-Busch
4. Boeing
5. Graybar

^ 27% of our 2018 placements were through our new group Targeted Training Programs like this graduating class of Mainframe Apprentices headed to Express Scripts.

^ Micah Schwanitz of Mastercard.
Making a Difference

And Now...Thank You.

We are deeply grateful for all the support we received in 2018. Your contributions have made the seemingly impossible possible, lifted up others in our communities, and helped pie-in-the-sky career dreams come true.

Because of your help, we’re able to provide all this tech education and job placement services at no cost — zero dollars — to each learner and job seeker. This plus the hard work and sweat they put into learning and working every day leads to family-sustaining wages and upwardly-mobile futures for them and each member of their household.

One of the great perks for LaunchCode staff is hearing the stories of success from our LaunchCoders. Occasionally, someone will drop us a note just to say thanks. This year, one especially touched us, when Sharon Austin of Tampa Bay wrote to her instructor Brian Jenkins to thank him.

Here’s an excerpt:

“I can’t thank you enough for what you taught us, the time you spent with us, your personal dedication to teaching all of us. Sometimes, I can’t return a favor. But I can pass it on, pay it forward, and please know that you, and the LaunchCode mission, have inspired people you have not met yet — to code, to empower their lives.”

— Sharon Austin, LaunchCode Tampa Bay Alum
Financials

2018 Revenue

70% Earned Program Revenue $7,548,216
14% Government Grants $1,470,705
8% Non-Government Grants $892,700
4% In-Kind Donations $438,827
3% Direct Contributions $334,000
1% Misc. Revenue $101,749

Total Revenue & Contributions $10,786,197

2018 Expenses

46% Programs $4,092,167
41% Apprenticeship Wages & Benefits $3,618,216
9% Management & General $798,378
4% Fundraising $343,147

Total Expenses $8,851,908
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John Beatty
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Holly Benson
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Shareholder, Polsinelli
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The LaunchCode Foundation 2018 Donors

Galaxy Donors
Alliance Data Corporate Giving Fund
Berges Family Foundation
Boeing Global Engagement
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

Milky Way Donors
Allsup
American Family Insurance Dreams Foundation
Centene Corporation
Charter Spectrum Community Impact
Emerson Charitable Trust
Express Scripts Foundation
Facebook Community Boost
Interco Charitable Trust
Maritz Corporate Giving
Mastercard Community Relations
Anna & Jim McKelvey

Planetary Donors
Accenture
Asynchrony Labs
Bank of America Foundation
CitiBank Saint Louis
Enterprise Holdings
Gateway to Innovation Conference
John W. and Effie E. Speas Memorial Trust
Saint Louis University School of Medicine
U.S. Bank Foundation

Asteroid Donors
1904labs
Boeing Saint Louis
Charter Communications
Edward Jones
Express Scripts
Graybar Foundation
Hunter Engineering
Jim Johnson III
Monsanto Together Volunteer Match
Reinsurance Group of America, Inc.
Mary & Steve Schoolman
Slalom Consulting
Women’s Foundation of St. Louis
World Wide Technology

Lunar Donors
Andrew Bell
Holly Benson
Boeing Matching Gift Program
Robin Carnahan
Fusion Marketing
Hogan Insurance Group
Laura Holmes
Janet & Andy Hayne
Chris Hryniw
Industry Dive
Everett Johnson
Lone Pine Capital
Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals
Matching Gift Program
Mastercard Matching Gift Program
Sarah Mayer
Mindy & Jeff Mazur
Tracy McCreery & Thom Wham
Dave Morse
Polsinelli
Scott Seaton
Rosanna Speller
U.S. Bank Community Development Corporation

Rocket Donors
Amazon Smile
American Express Matching Gift Program
Jacob Anderson
Larry Anderson
Jim Baker
John & Marilyn Beatty
John Berglund
H Berk
Tiana Berry-Jones & Todd Jones
Vasanthi Bodasingi
Katherine Brennan
Lynda Brotherton & Scott Sherrod
Brown Smith Wallace LLC
Nick Burns
Sharon Button
Buzzbold
Jessica Canfield
Cathy Carney
Kate & Martin Casas
Mayann Che
Christopher Clayman
Shonagh Clements
Barrett Coats
Susan Cohen
Legato Coindexter
Heather Connider
Emily & Michael Cook
Nadia Copeland
Gary Cotton
Elizabeth Creamer
Anna Crosslin
Christopher Cruzen
Andy Dearing
(Rocket Donors Continued)
Rob Delgado
Chris DeShon
Melissa Dintaman
Catherine Dolan
Eric Druker
Alex Eaton
Charlie Edelen
Malcolm Fallon
Leah Freeman
Jack Frasch
Hamza Ghani
Leslie Greenman
Jordan Griggs
Stephanie Grimmer
Mary Hagerty
Sherita Haigler
Christine Hairelson
Lara Hall
Alexandria Hanewinkel
Jennifer Haro
Robert Harry
Katherine Hatton & Richard Bilotti
Chris Hite
Ashley Holbrook
Janet Holloway
Valerie Houseman
Matthew Houston
Chris Imgarten
John Kautner
Morgan Kelly
Nancy & Tom Kickham
Haley Kodner
Kristin Koesterer
Carly Langlois
David Lazarus
Anthony Lloyd
Rex Loftin
Randall Long
Rosemarie Macher
Brian Matthews
Linda & Robert Mazur
John McCool

Deb McDaris
Timothy & Barbara McFadden
Jeffrey McRae
Blake Mills
Gary Mindel
Alfredo Molina
John Money
Jackie Moore
Robert Moulthrop
Samantha Mueller
Mary Kay Murdbaugh
Melanie Nagel
Kevin Nahm
Dave Oberting
Margaret Onken
Jamie Orf
Ryan Parish
Marquis Patrick
Carolyn Peters
Eliot Piering
Jon Porter
David Prince
Krista Puetz
Lee Anne & Frank Quatranro
Linda & Nick Rallo
Rebecca Rantanen
Becky Rasmussen
Lori & Paul Rasmussen
Joe Rich
Anne & Brian Romine
Dana & Barry Sandweiss
Vidya Thandra Satyanarayana
Denise Scheppler
Annie & Joseph Schlafl
Jeffery Schnelle
John Schulz
Robert Schupp
Marie Sebert
Linda Shaw & Robert Hughes
Travis Sheridan
Dave & Camille Shoaf
Doug Shook
Shane Strait
Mark Sundt
Haroon Taqi
Scott Thomas
Nancy & Paul Tice
Jay Tuley
Tamarah Usher
Kimberly Vaughn
Cynthia Walker
Mike Weaver
Katy Wittwer

Satellite Donors
Kofi Addo-Nyarko
Pranay Agarwal
Jason Aken
Nicole Albert
Dustin Allison
Ricardo Antonetti
Carl Armbruster
Matt Ashley
Yvena Atkins
Sharon Austin
Robin Avila
Melissa Bain
Laurie Bainter
Erika Barr
Mark Bauer
Chris Bay
Martino Benjamin
Jock Berlin
Jose Berrio
Angie Besendorfer
Angelique Bey
Rohit Bhatia
Caity Biberdorff
Leah Boersig
Stephen Boyd
Cory Bricker
Meg Briggs
Val Bring
Melissa Brackley
Sean Brown
Kevin Bryant
(Satellite Donors Continued)

Yoga Buzz
Leslie Calandro
Ari Campos
Tracey Cannon
Dustin Capehart
Austin Carnahan
Paula Marcia Carnes
Beth Casagrand
Ana Casner
Melissa Castelli
Dana Chamblee
Delia Chassaing
Victor Chen
Maxine Clark
Adam Clark
Paige Clark
Callie Clark
Andy Cloyd
Nancy Cole
Scott Collier
Megan Conn
Rose and Greg Conroy
Brian Conversi
Josh Copeland
Heather Corey
Kevin Corlett
Nykhala Coston
Alternatives Counseling
Jeff Cowdry
Callie Coyle
Rae Crouch
John Crow
Crystal Crump
Keith Cummins
Kyle Cunningham
Justin Daniels
Bonita Daughaday
Allyn Harris Dault
Sherry De Ghelder
Jennifer DeCota
Marita Deery
Michael Dixon

Chris Doebert
Mitch Dominici
Terica Donnelly
Deann Donohue
Daniel Dorsey
Maggie Dunham
Kevin Elliott
Lacey Elmage
Cassandra Emig
Jim Enright
Kossivi Esse
Michelle Faits
Alex Feldewerth
Brian Feldman
Gail Fike
Carl Filler
Dick Fleming
Jennifer Flores
Daniel Fogarty
David Foote
Lisa Foreman
Kim Forsythe
Diego Franco
Jacob Francois
Magolin Franklin
Dixie Franklin
Mark Franzblau
Evin Fritschle
Kevyn Gandaho
Charlie Garavaglia
Clare Gates
Wintaye Gebru
Elianna Goldstein
Noe Gonzalez
Victoria Gonzalez
Channon Goodrum
Benjamin Graef
Braton Grannan
Clary Green
Kevin Grier
Moneta Group
David Gunderson
Brian Gunter

Gina Haberl
Mark Haegeli
William Hampton
Emily Hannon
Ingrid Harb
Ellen Harmon
Brad Harris
Nora Harris
Megan Hart
Eshe Hawash
Amber Hawkins
Katie Heaney
Richard Heise
Anna Hexter
North Highland
Ryan Hobart
Ted Hodgson
Luke Hogrebe
Rebecca Horton
Adele Hounakey
Elly Hu
Nicholas Hunkins
Jessica Imo
Ginger Imster
Thomas Ingold
Reed Itschner
Donna Jahneke
Brian Jenkins
Nick Johnson
Ronnie Johnson
Mark Johnson
Peter Jones
Lynn Josse
Jacob Kalagian
Chelsea Kaplan
Iryna Karbivyncha
Adam Kaufman
Rhiannon Kaye
Sarah Keifer
Rustam Keldibekov
Katherine Kellenberger
Lindsay Kelsey
Emma Kepple
Kevin Kickham
Maggie Kickham
Gabrielle Kirlew
Erin Kirwan
Steve Knight
Nancy Kodner
James Kodner
Constance Kohner
Austin Korns
Maruthi Korns
Smita Kathari
William Krings
Jill Laarman
Rob Labarbera
Thomas Lake
Maggie Lampe
Nicole Landzaag
Sunita Lanka
David Lee
Ethan Leigh
David Leipholtz
Crystal Lewis
Katie Lewis
Orlandez Lewis
William Liebermann
Lisa Liebschutz
Judy Light
Katie Lindhorst
Jay Lingelbach
Joe Lipic
Antonio Llanos
Patrick Lloyd
Katrina Lo
Tyler Loeper
Dan Lohman
Al Lopez
Lonette Lowary
Anthony Luzecky
Aliya Lyons
Richard Mabley
Matthew Maddox
Patricia Maneke
Claire Martin
Torrie Masters
Paul Matthews
Matt Mawhinney
Kate Maxson
Rosa Mayer
Joe Mazzola
Lindsey Mcdanel
Michael McDevitt
Leslie McIntosh
Meredith Mendola
Matt Menietti
Destinee Mentor
Luigi Mercurio
Brittny Meredith
Amanda Michel
Kelsey Miller
William Miller
Sarah Minkler
Nick Moeller
David Moeller
Matt Moorman
Aleesha Moran
Ryan More
Jonathan Morgan
Pamela Morgan
Whitney Morr
Jeffrey Morrow
Kandas Mosby
Aida Moussalli
Rick Navarro
Ryan Neal
Hart Nelson
Mara Nelson
Joe Nelson
Lauren Nicole
Grace Nordmann
Mike Northrop
Timothy O’Connell
Rebecca O’Hearn
Terence O’Neill
Benjamin Osburg
Ian Osgood
Nicholas Owens
Amanda Owens
Toni Palm
Thomas Park
Danielle Patton
Kaitlyn Pemberton
Shevare Perry
Khai-hoan Pham
Brian Phillips
Lisa Weingarth Picker
Colleen Piel
Dr. Jeff Pittman
Monica Pless
Star Plummer
Sarah Priest
Thomas Procella
John Puskas
Rajesh Radhakrishnan
Nick Rafferty
Robert Ramirez
Julianni Ramirez
Jason Ramo
Greg Rednour
Stephanie Regagnon
Mark Reichert
David Reid
Jeffrey Ricker
Arianna Rigs
Jorge Riopedre
Racheal Robison
Rotary Club of West St. Louis County
Richard Ryffel
Susan Sanabria
Luke Sapa
Tony Scalise
Matthew Schaller
John Schaumleffel
Sherri Scheer
Maranda Schettler
Martha Schlicher
& Frank Kartmann
Joseph Schlichter
Brian Schlueter
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Michael Schmidt
Colin Schulte
Khiry Shank
Brandon Shaver
Sarah Shelton
James Sheppard
Haley Shoaf
Dylan Shultz
Andres Siman
Chris Simpson
Kristin Slechticky
Philip Smereczniak
Jeffrey R. Smith
Dani Smith
Damia Smith
Danielle Smith
Maddie Smith
Michael & Alexandra Sommer
Kevin Sonderegger
Kelly Sorbello
Jeff Stark
Colleen Starkloff
Sally Steuterman
Kevin Stock
Justin Stonebarger
Jeffrey Strecker
Ryan Strong
Madeleine Swanstrom
David Sweeney
Alec Sydlow
Kingsly Tanyu
Maria Tarabillo
Cynthia Tetrault
Jill Thomas
John Tobin
Lindsey Trame
Ann Tran
Shawn Truong
Seanna Tucker
Lauren Turner
Vanessa Tutka
Chisom Uche
Shanae Ullman
Melanie Urbaniak
U.S. Bank Matching Gift Program
Martha Valenta
Sandra Vaughn
Scott Veit
Kate Verrill
Wasley Wade
Ryan Walker
Lin Wang
Beth Warsaw
Timothy Weeks
Aimee Wehmeier
Chris Wiedner
Cindy Wiggins
Jessi Wilcox
Kristen Wild
TaNeisha Wilks
Lisl Williams
Samantha Williams
James Wilmoth
Austin Woods
Maryann Wright
Maxwell Zinser

In-Kind Donors
Anheuser-Busch
Center Ice Brewery
CENTRL Office
Dave & Camille Shoaf
Facebook
GoNet
Hillsborough County Entrepreneur Collaborative Center
Luxco
Pi Pizza
Piccione Pastry
Polsinelli
Rockhurst University
Schlafly
St. Louis Community College
State of Missouri, Office of Administration
Switch
Tableau
The Vandiver Group
Urban Chestnut Brewing Company
Vocareum
Thanks to You

Whether you support LaunchCode through donations, sharing knowledge, hiring tech talent, or otherwise, we couldn’t do this without you. Thank you for helping us to create opportunities, launch careers, and build a more equitable future.